subnanosecond crystallization speed (see the Perspective by Akola and Jones). They synthesized SST and constructed a RAM device with a 700-picosecond writing speed. This is an order of magnitude faster than previous phase-change memory devices and competitive with consumer dynamic access, static random access, and flash memory.
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subnanosecond crystallization speed (see the Perspective by Akola and Jones). They synthesized SST and constructed a RAM device with a 700-picosecond writing speed. This is an order of magnitude faster than previous phase-change memory devices and competitive with consumer dynamic access, static random access, and flash memory. -BG 
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MATE CHOICE
Too much alike to be receptive F emale choice exerts important selective forces and has shaped many obvious phenotypic traits. Cryptic female choice is choice after insemination and generally has less obvious, but no less important, impacts. Burger et al. showed that cryptic female choice may play a role in a well-known mechanism of mate choice, major histocompatibility complex (MHC) matching. Specifically, they found that in warmblood horses, which are bred for equestrian sport, mares exposed to stallions with dissimilar MHC alleles were more likely to get pregnant than those exposed to MHC-similar males. In this case, pregnancy occurred through artificial insemination with semen from stallions other than those exposed to the females; thus, the effect was driven by physical exposure of the mares to "stimulus" males, rather than by the genetic similarity of the donors. -SNV 
Breaking the symmetry in a supersolid
The concept of broken symmetry has relevance across all branches of physics, including particle and condensed matter physics. In many cases, the shape of the potential energy resembles a Mexican hat, and the symmetry of the system is broken when it chooses a particular spot along the "trough" 
HIV
Status is not everything
Many parameters are examined to try to understand HIV transmission in endemic areas. Ta n s e r et al. used longitudinal data from rural South Africa to argue that a "population viral load" index incorporating geographical location and local prevalence is important to infer transmission. Accounting for HIV-negative individuals in calculations and transmission models is important for appropriate interpretations. Such analyses could be helpful in guiding treatment intervention in these regions. -LP
